
Case # 825 
 

The request to register should not be accepted. 

 
This case is about that “ElGato” is not the true submitter of this profile or 

is not alive actually. 

 

 

At first, this submission is being manipulated by a third person for their own 

benefit to collect UBI. For this reason, in the entire challenge process, 

“ElGato” could not demonstrate that it is alive as required by the registration 

policy. Either because he doesn't have access to his Ethereum address or 

because he's just dead.  

 

 

 
 

 

https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmZD8RWxgW1nrMxVgMwPKAEzziDmzXVgtw9YWGDJ9pTmPv/pr

oof-of-humanity-registry-policy-v1.1.pdf 

 

 

This person goes out on the streets to collect people, paying them a little 

bit of money, using their image to charge UBI and corrupt the curated list of 

humans, since these people do not own those Ethereum address.  

That is why “ElGato” cannot upload a proof of life in 2 weeks or just because 

he's dead actually. 

 

This is not the “ElGato” profile. This is the submission of a third party that 

is profiting from people as can be seen in the cases 827, 828, 832, 833 and 

834. The same modus operandi. All submissions that were rejected by the jurors. 

 

This person is known in the POH community as a scammer who does not represent 

the spirit of POH. 

 

 

If “ElGato” were the owner of the Ethereum address of this 

registry and he was alive, he would have uploaded the proof of 

life required by the registration policy and the case would have 

been closed immediately to the jurors, in his favor. 

 
But this was not the case. There was no proof of life for “ElGato” therefore 

he is considered dead to POH policy. 

 

Why does someone want to be accepted into a registry if when required they 

cannot prove that they are a person who is alive? Unless you can't do it 

because the real owner of the Ethereum address isn't “ElGato” or he's dead. 

 

As set precedent by cases 827, 828, 832, 833 y 834 the 18 jurors vote NOT to 

accept the registration.  

 
As the registration policy says:  

 

"Submitters not able to give recent proof of life are to be 

considered deceased". 

 

 

This is why the request to register should not be accepted. 

https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmZD8RWxgW1nrMxVgMwPKAEzziDmzXVgtw9YWGDJ9pTmPv/proof-of-humanity-registry-policy-v1.1.pdf
https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmZD8RWxgW1nrMxVgMwPKAEzziDmzXVgtw9YWGDJ9pTmPv/proof-of-humanity-registry-policy-v1.1.pdf

